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Introduction 

Study effect of anti- gravity field on quantum world quantum phenomenon explained anti-gravity field explains P and T 

violation, double slit, singularity exploding creating big bang, cosmology as movie concept, universe future. 

P violation explained 

In previous paper I have shown Hooks Law and GR, SR, dark matter concept gravity and electromagnetic forces are same 

forces. Now with same concept protons can bond with neutrons as proton positive charge neutralises neutron antigravity field. 

This is achieved by exchange of gluons. Now if neutron number is more than protons, in that case nucleus becomes unstable, 

so by beta decay neutron is converted in protons. Now if such excess neutron anti-gravity field non neutralised, in case of 

nuclei kept in magnetic field so spin are aliened, spin is quantum state representing angular momentum, neutron anti gravity 

field by concept of centre of gravity, will be against of spin direction, so beta decay happens in one direction. So this explains 

P violation. So P violation is aberration, P symmetry not violated. 

T violation explained 

Now at quantum level each matter particle has small antigravity field. As anti-matter has inverse relation , anti-matter 

will have small gravity field which ramifies as electro magnetic field, so anti hydrogen is formed, But by this matter has time 

arrow backward anti matter will have time arrow forward, so after bond formation time arrow becomes backward for anti 

hydrogen. So anti hydrogen will have anti gravity only .So it will not able to form stars, so higher elements are not possible 

with anti hydrogen. This explains T violation. Antimatter to matter oscillation will take lesser time than matter to anti matter 

 

Abstract 

As gravitational constant dependent on dark matter elasticity, if universe has heat death temperature of universe will fall and lead to decrease 

in elasticity of dark matter ( space fluid) so gravity will become strong and lead to big crunch, and singularity will be formed. This singularity 

will explode with diameter h/(4π ) and create new universe. This universe will be xerox of old universe, so all particles are actors of 

Hollywood movie. Their history will become future. All events in old cosmos will be repeated in new cosmos. Cosmology is like movie. 
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oscillation. If you able to construct atomic clock with backward moving time for matter and normal atomic clock for 

antimatter, there will not be T symmetry violation. T symmetry violation is abreaction. T symmetry not violated [1]. 

Double slit experiment 

In double slit experiment particle expands in discrete space tube creating de Brogali wave which intern creates diffraction 

pattern. When counter is switched on, DC current in copper wire counts particle, Now electron in motion do not remain in 

wire, but they spread in all space tube and their anti gravity field repels all particles, so spreading to tube is avoided so 

diffraction pattern disappears. So measuring does not changes pattern but process has anti gravity field and stops spreading of 

particles in space tube which destroys interference pattern. Legendry physicist Albert Einstein was correct , there is hidden 

property in particles which we don’t know which creates quantum mechanics phenomenon. God does not roll dice. This 

property is quantum level anti gravity field [2]. 

Discreet tubular quantum space 

As quantum level space is tube shaped, dark matter revises field in each tube in centre and slowly normal gravity   exist at 

edge of tube, if proton enters space space it will appears as wave. Hence fundamental particles show wave particle duality. 

And also for each particle space tube diameter is De Broglie wavelength. And also this wave length inversely proportional to 

momentum, as momentum increases centrifugal force increase with negative elasticity space tube shrinks so wavelength 

reduces. So time arrow is oscillating at quantum level creating quantum fluctuation [3]. 

Anti hydrogen rim of cosmos 

All antimatter created at big bang is not annihilated, as antimatter will form anti hydrogen, this anti hydrogen escaped to rim 

of universe with anti gravity field and it is still theirs last rim of cosmos expanding it with acceleration. Some mater is still 

reaching this rim due to cosmic collisions, supernova, black hole throwing mass out of event horizon. So it will annihilate 

their creating rim of fire in infrared and infrared background radiation. 

Second law of thermodynamics 

As you have this universe is cyclic, and like movie it will repeat all events as scene, second law of thermodynamics for entire 

cycle, i.e singularity to big bang to heat death to collapse and singularity to ne bigbang. Entropy of universe ( full cycle)=0 

Result 

Anti-gravity field explains P and T violation (actually its aberration) PT symmetry not violated ,double slit, cosmology is 

movie and universe is a cyclic universe, anti hydrogen will have anti gravity only. Such anti hydrogen is at cosmic rim 

expanding universe with acceleration. In case of heat death of universe as temperature falls ,elasticity of dark matter will 

decrease and gravity will become extreme strong leading to collapse creating singularity. Singularity will explode with 

diameter h 
4𝜋 

and form new universe due to anti gravity. New universe will be xerox of old universe due to to reversal of time 

arrow. Each fundamental particle has history and history becomes future. New cosmos will be old cosmos movie with same 

history and events. Anti hydrogen at cosmic ring will meet some matter particles thrown out by events like supernova, cosmic 

collisions, so there will be rim of fire in infrared segment, also this will explain infrared background radiation. Second law of 

thermodynamics for full cycle Entropy of universe full cycle =0. 

Conclusion 

 
Anti gravity field at quantum level explains T and P symmetry are not violated, it is abreaction. Anti gravity field explains 

double slit experiment. Singularity always explode in big bang and creates exact old universe, second law of thermodynamic 
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for full cycle Entropy of universe full cycle =0. Anti hydrogen will have antigravity only. 
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